
Named after Marrakesh, a famed city of fashion, Marra Tower is sophisticated and 
playful, with a style as iconic as you are. With 1131 newly redesigned rooms, this is 
where elegance meets indulgence, and where unexpected pleasures await. Plush 
bedding, a spacious work desk, and a roomy seating area create an inviting, stylishly 
appointed environment. Make it your own, and make yourself right at home.

• 1,131 rooms • 23 suites • 360 – 730 square feet • King/Double-Double

A L E X A N D R I A TO W E R

2535 LAS VEGAS BLVD. SOUTH, LAS VEGAS, NV
702.761.7111 Direct | 702.761.7131 Fax 

sales@saharalasvegas.com

The Alexandria Tower is the best of exclusivity just steps away from the action of the 
Las Vegas Strip. This AAA® Four Diamond premium tower features a separate valet 
entrance and private check in. You’ll experience spacious rooms with plush bedding 
and all the comforts for travel. Each room features warm, contemporary accents with 
elevated amenities.

• 289 rooms • 83 suites • 322 – 955 square feet • King/Double-Double

The beautiful, newly redesigned Blanca Tower rooms include the new addition of a 
complimentary mini-fridge, armoire-style closet, and built-in multi-purpose desk. With a 
modern touch to nostalgic designs, the transformed rooms are sophisticated yet inviting 
with stylish furnishings that offer the highest level of comfort.

• 188 rooms • 14 suites • 325 – 675 square feet • King/Double-Double
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LOCATION
Situated at the northern end of the Las Vegas Strip, seamlessly 
connected to the monorail, minutes to freeway access and a direct 
route to McCarran International Airport.

CASINO
Enjoy one of the most unique gaming destinations on The Strip. 
Stylish, sexy, comfortable and inviting, our nearly 60,000 square-foot 
casino features state of the art slot machines and table games along 
with an all new, beautifully appointed high limit gaming lounge.

FITNESS STUDIO
Guests looking to stay balanced and tension-free can enjoy 24-hour 
access to our 1,600 square-foot Fitness Studio, featuring cardio machines, 
circuit weights, free weights and space for stretching and floor work.

AMINA SPA
Offering signature spa treatments that will leave you feeling refreshed 
and ready to hit the Strip again. Select your method of relaxation 
from massages to anti-aging facials and purifying body wraps that 
rejuvenate from head to toe.

BLANC DE BLANC THEATRE
Designed to bring a carefully curated experience to The Strip, the 
venue boasts state-of-the-art technology including cutting edge 
acoustics, a custom built 25-foot by 65-foot stage, impressive 
lighting techniques, full-motion graphic production capabilities 
and more.

CLUB 101
Club 101 exudes a sense of rogue sophistication that perfectly 
complements its Las Vegas location. The refined yet raw space is 
part nightclub, part speakeasy.

RETRO POOL LOUNGE
An open-air rooftop meets a seductive and relaxing poolside 
scene at Retro Pool Lounge. Listen to soothing ambient beats while 
enjoying signature cocktails and light fare. 

ALEXANDRIA POOL
This rooftop oasis offers an intimate escape to see and be seen in a 
private cabana or at the destination bar. Maximizing its North Strip 
location, the Alexandria Pool offers panoramic views of Downtown 
Las Vegas and desert mountains, all from its discrete rooftop perch.

BAZAAR ® MEAT BY JOSÉ ANDRÉS
A groundbreaking culinary experience featuring the innovative 
artistry of James Beard Award-Winning Chef José Andrés.

BELLA BISTRO
A stylish, contemporary restaurant featuring classic American fare 
with a twist.

BEERS AND BETS
Experience unparalleled quality at Beers And Bets; get lucky at our 
Sports Book or enjoy our Strip-facing outdoor Beer Garden.

UNO MAS STREET TACOS + SPIRITS
Serving street tacos with freshly made tortillas, quick bites, 
margaritas, and more!

NORTHSIDE CAFÉ & CHINESE KITCHEN
Serving up home-style cooking, authentic Chinese cuisine and 
hospitality 24/7 in a casual, vibrant setting. 

THE PERQ
Perq Up Your Stay! From morning to night, it’s a convenient stop for a 
well-crafted coffee and a light snack, “grab & go” meal or sweet treat.

CASBAR LOUNGE
Enjoy top-notch spirits and cocktails in the perfect backdrop for 
conversations over libations.


